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Abstract

This paper reviews current efforts and resources in secure software engineering education, with the goal of providing
guidance for educators to make use of these resources in developing secure software engineering curriculum. These
resources include Common Body of Knowledge, reference curriculum, sample curriculum materials, hands-on
exercises, and resources developed by industry and open source community. The relationship among the Common
Body of Knowledge proposed by the Department of Homeland Security, the Software Engineering Institute at
Carnegie Mellon University, and ACM/IEEE are discussed. The recent practices on secure software engineering
education, including secure software engineering related programs, courses, and course modules are reviewed. The
course modules are categorized into four categories to facilitate the adoption of these course modules. Available handson exercises developed for teaching software security are described and mapped to the taxonomy of coding errors. The
rich resources including various secure software development processes, methods and tools developed by industry and
open source community are surveyed. A road map is provided to organize these resources and guide educators in
adopting these resources and integrating them into their courses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, software security has become an increasingly important area of
interest due to the fact that the majority of information security vulnerabilities are
due to software defects. There have been a number of initiatives to integrate
security into software or product development lifecycle (ENISA, 2011). Some
of these initiatives include Microsoft’s trustworthy computing initiative, the
Building Security in Maturity Model (BSIMM) (BSIMM, 2014), the Software
Assurance Maturity Model (SAMM) (OPENSAMM, 2014), etc. As a result,
academic community began to realize the importance of integrating software
security education into computing curricula in universities and colleges.
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Software Assurance (SwA)
program developed the secure software assurance Common Body of Knowledge
(SwA, 2007) which can be used to guide the development of education and
training curricula related to software assurance. Sponsored by DHS, faculty and
researchers from Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon
University (CMU) and other institutes developed a Master of Software Assurance
Reference Curriculum. The new ACM/IEEE draft Computer Curricula 2013
(ACM/IEEE, 2013) also includes secure software engineering knowledge units.
Some universities have initiated the implementation of secure software
engineering education through developing graduate or undergraduate programs in
software assurance, developing courses on software security, or course modules
which can be integrated into typical computer science courses. There have been
also hands-on labs developed which are suitable for teaching software security.
Industry and open source community initiatives have contributed abundant
resources that educators can draw on to develop secure software engineering
curricula.
This paper provides an overview of current efforts and resources in secure
software engineering education, with the goal of providing guidance for educators
to make use of these resources in developing secure software engineering
curriculum. These resources include Common Body of Knowledge, reference
curriculum, sample curriculum materials, hands-on exercises, and resources
developed by industry and open source community.
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We investigate the relationship among the Software Assurance Knowledge
Areas/Common Body of Knowledge by DHS, the core body of knowledge
presented in the reference curricula proposed by SEI at CMU, and the knowledge
areas presented in ACM/IEEE through mapping or cross-referencing them. The
recent practices on secure software engineering education, including secure
software engineering related programs, courses, and course modules are
discussed. The course modules are categorized into four categories to facilitate
adoption. Available hands-on exercises for teaching software security are
described and mapped to the taxonomy of coding errors proposed by McGraw
(2006). The rich resources including various secure software development
processes, methods and tools developed by industry and open source community
are surveyed. A road map is provided to organize these resources and guide
educators in adopting these resources and integrating them into their courses.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
knowledge areas of secure software engineering defined by DHS, CMU and
ACM/IEEE, and the mapping among them. Section 3 describes the practices and
implementation of secure software engineering education, including software
security programs, concentrated courses, teaching modules, and hands-on
exercises for teaching software security. Section 4 presents resources provided by
industry and open source community, and a roadmap to these resources. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2.
THE
SECURE
SOFTWARE
COMMON BODY OF KNOWLEDGE

ASSURANCE

Knowledge areas of secure software assurance as an important education
component are defined by both government agencies such as DHS and academic
organizations such as CMU, ACM and IEEE. Knowledge areas defined by these
organizations can be mapped and related to each other.

2.1 Secure Software Assurance Common Body of Knowledge
from DHS
The Department of Homeland Security Software Assurance (SwA) Program
developed the Secure Software Assurance Common Body of Knowledge (SwA
CBK) (SwA, 2007) with the goals of identifying workforce needs for
competencies, representing best practices, and providing guidance for developing
education and training curricula related to software assurance. The topics
included in the SwACBK are summarized in Table 1.
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Knowledge Area

Topics

Dangers and Damages

attackers, attacks, known vulnerabilities and exploits

Fundamental Concepts
and Principles

dependability, security, assurance, basic software system security
principle, safety, secure software engineering

Ethics, Law, and
Governance

ethics, laws, regulations, and standards peculiar to developing secure
software

Secure Software
Requirements

security needs, requirements analysis, specification (assumption,
security policy), security functional requirements, requirement
validation, assurance case

Secure Software Design

design objectives, principles and guidelines for designing secure
software, architectures for security, security functionality, proper use of
encryption and encryption protocols, frameworks, design patterns for
secure software, database security, methods for tolerance and recovery,
deception and diversion, software protection, forensics support, user
interface design, assurance case for design, secure design process and
methods, design reviews for security

Secure Software
Construction

common vulnerabilities, construction of code, secure coding,
construction of user aids, secure release

Secure Software
Verification, Validation
and Evaluation

assurance case and tools, ensuring proper version, testing process
and techniques, dynamic and static analysis, usability analysis,
verification and validation of user aids, secure software measurement

Secure Software Tool
and Method

formal and semi-formal methods, compilers, static and dynamic
analysis, development tool suites, selecting tools

Secure Software
Processes

heavyweight and lightweight processes, legacy upgrade processes,
security of developmental process, improving processes for developing
secure software

Secure Software Project
Management

project risk management, selecting a secure software process,
security management, assuring security level of software shipped,
secure configuration management, software quality assurance and
security

Secure Software
Sustainment

operational
assurance

assurance,

response

management,

infrastructure

Table 1: Knowledge Areas and Topics Defined by DHS
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2.2 Software Assurance (Swa) Reference Curriculum From CMU
The Software Assurance (SwA) Reference Curriculum from CMU (Mead et el.,
2010a) identifies and presents a core body of knowledge from which to create a
Master of Software Assurance standalone degree program, or a track within
existing software engineering and computer science program. The outcomes
graduates can expect after completing this program are organized into Assurance
Process Management (APM) and Assurance Product and Technology (APT). The
APM consists of assurance across life cycles, risk management, assurance
assessment, and assurance management. The APT includes system security
assurance, system functionality assurance, and system operational assurance.
Each outcome was captured as a knowledge area for the core body of
knowledge (BOK), each knowledge area includes a set of knowledge units with
assigned cognitive levels based on the Bloom’s Taxonomy. The curriculum also
describes student prerequisites, and provides recommendation for faculty
considering implementing such a program.
The Master of Software Assurance (MSwA) Reference Curriculum was
recognized by the IEEE Computer Society (IEEE-CS) and ACM as appropriate
for a master’s program in software assurance in 2010 (IEEE, 2010). The Master
of Software Assurance Course Syllabi provides sample syllabi (Mead et el.,
2011a) for nine (9) core courses in the Master of Software Assurance Reference
Curriculum. The nine (9) core courses are:
1) Assurance Management Course: It covers risk management for assurance;
compliance with laws, regulations, standards, and policies related to
assurance; assurance practices in planning and managing development
projects; and making the business case for assurance.
2) System Operational Assurance Course: It discusses how to establish
procedures to assure that working systems continue to meet their security
requirements and can provide a response to new threats.
3) Assured Software Analytics Course: It covers analysis methods,
techniques, and tools to help assure that newly developed and acquired
software, systems, and services meet their functional and security
requirements.
4) Assured Software Development 1 Course: It introduces the fundamentals
of incorporating assurance practices, methods, and technologies into
software development and acquisition life-cycle processes and models.
5) Assured Software Development 2 Course: It covers rigorous methods for
specifying assurance requirements and for architecting and designing
software and systems to meet those requirements.
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6) Assured Software Development 3 Course: It discusses methods,
techniques, and tools for developing secure code.
7) Assurance Assessment Course: It discusses fundamentals of establishing a
required level of software and system assurance. Topics include assessment
methods; product and process measures and other performance indicators;
measurement processes and framework; and performance indicators for
business survivability and continuity.
8) System Security Assurance: It discusses how to incorporate effective
security technologies and methods into new and existing systems.
9) Software Assurance Capstone Experience: In this course students will
develop or modify a significant software system using software assurance
knowledge learned from courses throughout the program.

2.3 Secure Software Engineering Components In ACM/IEEE
2013
ACM/IEEE draft Computer Science Curricula 2013 (ACM/IEEE, 2013) includes
secure software engineering related topics in Knowledge Areas such as
Information Assurance and Security (IAS), Programming Languages (PL) and
Software Engineering (SE). These topics are listed in Table 2.
Knowledge
Area

Tier

Topics

IAS/Principles
of Secure
Design

1

least privilege and isolation ,fail-safe defaults, open design, endto-end security, defense in depth, security by design, tensions
between security and other design goals

IAS/Principles
of Secure
Design

2

complete mediation, use of vetted security components, economy
of mechanism (reducing trusted computing base, minimize attack
surface), usable security, security composability, prevention,
detection, and deterrence

IAS/Defensive
Programming

1

input validation and data sanitization, choice of programming
language and type-safe languages, examples of input validation and
data sanitization errors (buffer overflows, integer errors), race
condition, correct handling of exceptions and unexpected behaviors

IAS/Defensive
Programming

2

correctly generating randomness for security purposes, correct
usage of third-party components, security updates

IAS/Defensive
Programming

Elective

information flow control, mechanisms for detecting and
mitigating input and data sanitization errors, fuzzing, static analysis
and dynamic analysis, program verification, operating system support
(e.g., address space randomization, canaries), hardware support (e.g.,
DEP, TPM)
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IAS/Web
Security

Elective

web security model; session management, authentication;
application vulnerabilities and defenses client-side security; serverside security tools

IAS/Secure
Software
Engineering

Elective

building security into the Software Development Lifecycle;
secure design principles and patterns; secure software specification
and requirements; secure coding techniques to minimize
vulnerabilities in code, such as data validation, memory handling;
crypto implementation; secure testing (including static and dynamic
analysis); software quality assurance and benchmarking
measurements

PL/ObjectOriented
Programming

1

PL/ObjectOriented
Programming

2

SE/Software
Construction

2

SE/Software
Construction

Elective

definition of classes: fields, methods, and constructors

object-oriented idioms for encapsulation (privacy and visibility of
class members)
defensive coding practices; secure coding practices
potential security problems in programs (buffer and other types of
overflows; checking input)

Table 2: Knowledge Areas Related to Secure Software Engineering in ACM/IEEE 2013

2.4 The Relationship Among the Software Assurance Knowledge
Areas from DHS, CMU and ACM/IEEE 2013
Table 3 maps the Common Body of Knowledge proposed by DHS, CMU and
ACM/IEEE 2013.
Software Assurance CBK
from DHS

MSwA BOK from CMU

Dangers and Damages

System Security Assurance
Risk Management

Fundamental Concepts and
Principles

System Security Assurance

IAS/Foundational
Concepts in Security

Ethics, Law, and Governance

Assurance Management

IAS/Security Policy and
Governance

Secure Software
Requirements

Assurance Across Life Cycles

IAS/Secure Software
Engineering

https://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/jcerp/vol2016/iss1/3
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Secure Software Design

Assurance Across Life Cycles

IAS/Principles of Secure
Design
IAS/Secure Software
Engineering

Secure Software
Construction

Assurance Across Life Cycles

IAS/Defensive
Programming
SE/Software
Construction
PL/Object Oriented
Programming

Secure Software
Verification, Validation and
Evaluation

Assurance Across Life Cycles
System Functionality Assurance

IAS/Secure Software
Engineering

Secure Software Tool and
Method

System Security Assurance

IAS/Secure Software
Engineering

Secure Software Processes

Assurance Across Life Cycles

IAS/Secure Software
Engineering

Secure Software Project
Management

Risk Management
Assurance Management

IAS/Secure Software
Engineering

Secure Software Sustainment

Assurance Assessment
Assurance Management
System Operational Assurance

Table 3: Mapping of Common Body of Knowledge from DHS, CMU and ACM/IEEE
2013

From Table 3, we can see the knowledge areas related to secure software
engineering in ACM/IEEE 2013 (ACM/IEEE, 2013) covers the SwA CBK from
DHS well. Both the SwA CBK and the knowledge areas related to secure
software engineering in ACM/IEEE 2013 are specific. The BOK from CMU are
outcome of nine courses recommended by CMU, which provides a sample
curriculum for a Master of Software Assurance. Since the MSwA BOK from
CMU is for graduate level study, they cover more advanced topics. The MSwA
BOK from CMU can still cross-reference to DHS as shown in Table 3.
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3. PRACTICES AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
SECURE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING EDUCATION
Based on the resources a university has, there are three approaches to implement
secure software engineering curricula:
1) Concentrated courses. One or several semester-long courses focusing on
secure software engineering, software assurance, or secure coding are
developed and taught.
2) Diffusion through curricula. This approach is to develop course modules
and integrate them into existing courses in computer science or other
related disciplines.
3) Concentration/degree program. This is to develop a concentration or track
at the undergraduate or graduate level, or develop a standalone software
assurance degree program. This approach may include the integration of
the concentrated courses approach and the diffusion throughout curricula
approach.
The advantages and disadvantages of the three approaches are listed in Table 4
(Chu et el., 2009).
Approach

Advantage

Disadvantage

Concentration/degree/certificate
program

 Students
can
specialize in the
secure
software
engineering field

 Need
resources
institutional support

Concentrated courses

 Can introduce the
subject quickly

 Students may
not take
these courses if they were
elective courses

 Can
cover
specialized
and
advanced topics

and

 There may not be enough
room in the program of
study to add these courses
 Not able to reinforce secure
software
engineering
techniques throughout the
curriculum
 The department or program
may not be able to offer
these new courses due to
shortage of instructors

Diffusion through curricula

https://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/jcerp/vol2016/iss1/3
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reinforce
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engineering
techniques
throughout
curriculum

course topics and secure
software engineering issues
the

 Do not add extra
pressure
on
alreadyoverburdened
undergraduate
degree programs.

 It is challenging to train a
large number of faculty
members in secure software
engineering
 It is unrealistic to expect
faculty who teach subject
matters to be up to date on
latest attack vectors

Table 4: Approaches to Implement Secure Software Engineering Curricula

In what follows, we describe some of the example programs on secure
software engineering, courses, and course modules.

3.1 Software Security Programs
Software security programs can be offered at graduate levels such as a Master
degree program, a graduate certificate, or a track.
3.1.1 Graduate Programs of Secure Software Engineering.
Stevens Institute of Technology offers a Masters Degree in Software Engineering
with a Concentration in Software Assurance (Stevens, 2014). This concentration
program has two tracks: (1) Developing Trusted Systems and (2) Managing
Trusted Systems. Both tracks require the same six core courses. Each track
requires four additional courses special for the track. Stevens Institute of
Technology also offers two Graduate Certificates: (1) Development of Trusted
Software Systems; (2) Acquisition and Management of Trusted Software
Systems. Each certificate requires four courses. These curricula are based on the
Software Assurance Curriculum developed by CMU sponsored by DHS (Mead et
al., 2010a).
Northern Kentucky University (NKU) offers a graduate certificate in the field
of secure software engineering. This graduate certificate program requires
students to take four courses, which are Computer Security (CSC 582), Advanced
Programming Workshop (CSC 601), Advanced Software Engineering (CSC 640),
and Secure Software Engineering (CSC 666) (NKU 2014).
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The Department of Computer Science at North Carolina Agricultural and
Technical State University (NC A&T) developed a Secure Software Engineering
Track in its graduate program (Yuan, Hernandex, Wadell, Chu, & Yu, 2012b).
This track requires four courses including Software Specification, Analysis &
Design (COMP710), Secure Software Engineering (COMP727), Software
Security Testing (COMP725), and an elective course in software engineering or
information assurance (Yuan et al. 2012b).
3.1.2

Undergraduate Curriculum Specialization for Software Assurance

The proposed undergraduate curriculum specialization for software assurance by
CMU (Mead, Hilburn & Linger, 2010b) includes a group of 7 courses: Computer
Science I (CS I), Computer Science (CS II), Introduction to Computer Security,
Software Security Engineering, Software Quality Assurance, Software Assurance
Analytics and Software Assurance Capstone Project. The course description,
prerequisites, syllabus, sources, course delivery features, and course assessment
features, are described. The CS I and CS II courses are traditional CS I and CS II
courses based on Computing Curriculum 2001 with modest changes to emphasize
certain software assurance fundamentals (for example, secure coding).
3.1.3 Community College Education On Software Assurance
The Software Assurance Curriculum Project Volume IV from CMU (Mead,
Hawthorne, & Ardis, 2011b) outlines community college courses for Information
Assurance. The intention of the courses outlined in this document is to provide
students with fundamental skills for continuing with undergraduate education or
to provide those students with prior undergraduate technical degrees with
additional knowledge to become more specialized in software assurance. The
course outline and outcomes were developed based on the Guidelines for
Associate Degree Transfer Curriculum in Computer Science (ACM, 2009) and
the proposed IA body of knowledge in the ITiCSE workshop report (Cooper et
al., 2010). Six (6) courses were described in the report and they are: Computer
Science I, Computer Science II, Computer Science III, Introduction to Computer
Security, Secure Coding, and Introduction to Assured Software Engineering.

3.2 Concentrated Courses on Secure Software Engineering
Software security can be taught in concentrated courses such as secure
programming, vulnerability assessment or software security testing, and secure
software engineering.
A course on “Secure Programming” (CS390S) was offered in the computer
science department at Purdue University (Purdue, 2014). This course covers lowlevel mistakes, as well as secure programming principles and ideas. Topics

https://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/jcerp/vol2016/iss1/3
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include Shell and environment, buffer overflows, integer overflows, format
strings, meta-character vulnerabilities and input validation, web application
issues, race conditions, file system issues, and randomness.
A course on “Software Vulnerability Assessment” was offered by the
Laboratory of Information Integration Security and Privacy at University of North
Carolina at Charlotte, in which secure software development is taught (Chu et al.,
2009). The course trains students to have hacking mentality. Students learn
various types of vulnerabilities, how to exploit them, and how to properly fix
these security flaws through secure software design and implementation. The
Department of Computer Science at North carolina A&T State University offers a
course on “Software Security Testing” which focuses on software security testing
techniques and tools (Yuan et al., 2012b). It covers various design and
implementation vulnerabilities and how to prevent them, creating test plans based
on risk analysis, black-box, white-box and gray-box security testing, fault
injection etc. Security testing tools are used to test web applications.
A seminar course on “Secure Software Engineering” was taught by Walden
and Frank (2006) at Northern Kentucky University. The course included a set of
secure software engineering teaching modules such as what is software security;
threats and vulnerabilities; risk management; security requirements; secure design
principles and patterns; data validation; using cryptography securely; code review
and static analysis; security testing; create a software security program. In the
course, the students will work in a team to develop a secure web application by
applying what they learn from these modules. Yuan et al. (2012b) developed a
course on “Secure Software Engineering” in the Department of Computer Science
at North carolina A&T State University. The course discusses how to incorporate
security throughout the software development lifecycle. The main topics include
security problems in software and methodologies to solve the problems, risk
management framework for software security, the software security touchpoints
as best practices, code review and tools, architectural risk analysis, risk-based
security testing and software penetration testing approaches, abuse cases, and
categories of coding errors.

3.3 Teaching Modules on Secure Software Engineering
Teaching modules are useful in incorporating secure software engineering
knowledge into existing curriculum. A collection of teaching modules to improve
student learning on software security have been developed. The Software
Engineering Institute at CMU provides lecture materials and artifacts that faculty
can use to thread software assurance knowledge in their curricula (Software
Engineering Institute (SEI), 2014a). The Denim Group has developed e-Learning
materials to expose students to the concepts of defensive programming
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(ThreadStrong, 2014). Those materials include features such as detailed examples,
multi-media and text lessons, interactive quizzes with review questions, audio
instruction, etc. The Security Injection Project at Towson University (Towson,
2014) developed a number of security injection modules which can be integrated
into such courses as Computer Literacy, CS 0, CS I, CS II, and other courses such
as Web Development, Database, and Networking. Each teaching module includes
a background description and laboratory assignments. The background part
includes a short description of the module topic, the type of risk involved, a real
world example, and some exercises. The laboratory assignments provide engaging
learning experience for students. The Department of Computer Science at NC
A&T developed a series of course modules and integrated them into
undergraduate courses (Yuan, 2012b).
We organize these teaching modules into three categories: 1) secure coding, 2)
software threat and attack analysis, 3) secure application development, and 4)
Software Security and Secure Software Engineering. Each category includes
several topics. For each topic, there are one or more modules from different
sources. Table 5 lists these teaching modules using this organization.
Module Category

Applicable Courses

Module Topics and Sources

Secure Coding

CS1,
CS2,
Data Secure coding (ThreadStrong, 2014); (Yuan
Structure,
Algorithm, et al., 2012b)
Programming languages
Secure coding for .Net (ThreadStrong 2014)
Secure programming (SEI,2014a; Towson
2014; Yuan et al. 2012b)
Secure data structure and algorithms (Yuan
et al. 2012b)

Software Threat
Attack Analysis

and Software
Engineering, Threat modeling (ThreadStrong 2014)
Networking,
Web
Cross-site request forgery (ThreadStrong
Application,
Database
2014)
Systems
Insider threat (SEI,2014a)
Database security (Towson 2014; Yuan et
al. 2012b)

Secure
Application Software
Engineering, Overview of mobile application security
Development
Web
Programming, (ThreadStrong 2014)
Mobile Computing
Authentication and authorization of
iOS/Android mobile devices (ThreadStrong
2014)
Web application security (ThreadStrong
2014)
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Software Security and Software
Secure
Software Capstone
Engineering
Computer
Design

Engineering, Security quality requirement engineering
Project, (SEI, 2014a)
Program
Software quality analysis (SEI, 2014a)
Secure software engineering (SEI, 2014a;
Yuan et al. 2012b)
Formal specification and verification (SEI,
2014a)
Software
security
(ThreadStrong 2014)

remediation

Table 5: Teaching Modules on Secure Software Engineering

3.4 Hands-on Exercises for Teaching Software Security
The SEED project (Syracuse, 2014) developed a series of lab exercises for
computer security education. Some of these lab exercises demonstrate common
vulnerabilities and attacks such as buffer overflow vulnerability, format string
attack, Cross Site Scripting Attack, SQL Injection Attack, Click Jacking Attack,
etc. Some of these lab exercises provide students with opportunities to apply
security principles in designing and implementing systems, such as implementing
firewall, access control mechanism, encryption, and sandbox, etc. Some of these
lab exercises allow students to apply security principles in analyzing and
evaluating systems, such as exploring Linux firewall, packet sniffing and
spoofing, access control in Linux, etc.
OWASP WebGoat (OWASP, 2014a) is a J2EE web application that was
designed to be intentionally insecure in order to teach web application security
lessons. Each lesson requires the user to demonstrate their understanding of
vulnerabilities by exploiting security issues that are present in the application. It
also provides hints and code that gives explanations of each lesson in further
detail.
The SWEET (Secure Web Development Teaching) project (Chen, Tao, Li &
Lin, 2010; Pace, 2014) developed a set of portable teaching modules for secure
web development. Some of these modules include software security related topics
such as “Introduction to Cryptography”, “Secure Web Transactions”, “Web
Application Threat Assessment”, “Web Server Security Testing”, “Java Security”,
etc. Each module includes an introduction of the fundamental concepts, and lab
exercises on these topics.
Chu et al., (2009) developed a set of hands-on exercises that teach
vulnerability assessment alongside secure software development concepts. A
number of example applications such as “Bog: Blog Server”, “Tunestore: Online
Music Store”, “Tickle~Mail: Web-based Email”, “Tickle~Shop: E-Commerce
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Site”, “NCCure Health Care Systems: HR Benefit Management”, and “Security
First: Online Banking” are used to teach vulnerabilities due to data validation,
logic error and design flaws. The vulnerabilities these exercises demonstrate
include SQL injection, stored and reflective cross site scripting, DOM attack,
email injection, poor design of password functions, privilege escalation, etc.
Yuan et al. (2012a) described some lab exercises that cover vulnerability
assessment, static analysis with Fortify, fuzz testing with WebScarab, threat
analysis and modeling, etc. Williams (2013) developed a lab exercise
demonstrating stack overflow attack.
McGraw (2006) describes a taxonomy of coding errors that is composed of
two distinct kinds of sets: phylum and kingdom. Phylum refers to a type of coding
error, while kingdom refers to a collection of phyla that share a common theme.
Table 6 and Table 7 show the mapping of some of the existing hands-on labs to
subsets of the kingdoms and phyla.
Kingdoms

Phylum

SEED Labs

Security Injection

Input
validation

Buffer Overflow

Buffer-Overflow
Vulnerability Lab

Input
Module
Buffer
Module

Validation Off-by-One
Overflow
Overflow

Command Injection

Command
Injection

Cross-Site
Scripting

Cross-Site
Scripting Attack
Lab

Format String

Format
String
Vulnerability Lab

Integer Overflow

API Abuse

WebGoat

LAB: Cross Site
Scripting

Integer
Module

SQL Injection

SQL
Injection
Attack Lab

Directory
Restriction

Chroot Sandbox
Vulnerability Lab

Errors
LAB:
Injection

SQL

Often
Mis-used: Set-UID Program
Privilege
Vulnerability Lab
Management
Security

Missing

https://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/jcerp/vol2016/iss1/3
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Features

Control

Attack Lab

Control Matrix

Cross-Site
Request Forgery
Attack Lab

Bypass a Path
Based
Access
Control
LAB:
Based
Control

Time
State

Role
Access

and File Access Race Race-Condition
Condition:
Vulnerability Lab
TOCTOU

Error
Handling

Fail
Open
Authentication
Scheme

Table 6: The Mapping of Hands-on Labs to the Taxonomy of Coding Errors I
Kingdoms

Phylum

SWEET

Others

Input
validation

Buffer Overflow

(Williams 2013)

Command Injection

Security First: online banking
(email injection) (Chu et al.2009)

Cross-Site Scripting

Web-Application Threat Tunestore (Chu et al.2009)
Assessment Module
Security First: online banking
(Chu et al. 2009)

Format String
Integer Overflow
SQL Injection

API Abuse

Security
Features

Web-Application Threat Tunestore (Chu et al. 2009)
Assessment Module
Security First: online banking
(Chu et al. 2009)

Directory Restriction
Often
Mis-used:
Privilege
Management

NCCure Health Care Systems:
HR Benefit Management (Chu et
al.2009)

Missing
Control

Tunestore (Chu et al.2009)

Access

Password
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Management
Time
State

and File Access
Condition:
TOCTOU

Error
Handling

Tickle~Shop (Chu et. Al 2009)
Race

Security First: online banking
(XSRF) (Chu et al. 2009)

Table 7: The Mapping of Hands-on Labs to the Taxonomy of Coding Errors II

4.
RESOURCES
FOR
SECURE
ENGINEERING CURRICULA

SOFTWARE

During the past decade, industry and open source community have developed rich
resources based on which secure software engineering curricula can be built.
Some of the major resources are briefly described below.

4.1 Microsoft’s Trustworthy Computing Initiatives
Microsoft started the Trustworthy Computing initiative in 2002 to improve public
trust in its own commercial offerings. One of the outcomes of this initiative is the
Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle (MS SDL) (Howard & Lipner, 2005).
MS SDL integrates a series of security-focused activities and deliverables to each
of the following phases of standard Microsoft's software development process:
requirements, design, implementation, verification, release, and the support and
servicing phase.

4.2 Build Security In
Build Security In (BSI) is a software assurance initiative sponsored by the
Department of Homeland Security (US-CERT, 2014). It includes rich resources
such as best practices, knowledge and tools that can be used by software
developers, architects, and security practitioners to build security into software in
every phase of its development. (McGraw, 2006) introduces the process of
applying a set of seven software security best practices called touchpoints into
various software artifacts. The seven touch points are: code review, architectural
risk analysis, penetration testing, risk-based security tests, abuse cases, security
requirements, and security operations. They can be applied to such artifacts as
code, design and specification, system in its environment, units and system,
requirements and use cases, requirements, and fielded system. This touchpoint
method can be applied to any software development process to integrate software
security best practices into software development lifecycle.
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4.3 CERT Software Assurance
As part of the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellow
University, the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) program’s Secure
Coding Initiative (SEI, 2014b) has developed secure coding standards including
“The CERT C Secure Coding Standard”, “Secure Coding in C and C++”, “The
CERT Oracle Secure Coding Standard for Java”, etc. The CERT Secure Coding
Initiative also produced the Source Code Analysis Laboratory (SCALe) which
offers conformity assessment of software to CERT secure coding standards, tools
and libraries that help software developers reduce the number of vulnerabilities in
their code.

4.4 OWASP
OWASP (2014b) is a world-wide non-profit organization that includes a
collaborative community divided into local chapters. The community works to
produce tools and documents to improve the security of software. OWASP has
published good practice guides and tools on three areas: protection, detection and
life-cycle security, such as the OWASP Top Ten, OWASP Testing Guide,
OWASP Code Review Guide, Software Assurance Maturity Model, OWASP
Anti-Samy Java Project, OWASP WebScarab Project, etc. The OWASP website
also includes presentation slides and videos of presentations at OWASP
conferences concerning application security.
OWASP OpenSAMM or SAMM project (Software Assurance Maturity
Model) is a framework to help organizations to create software security program
(OPENSAMM, 2014). OpenSAMM defines security practices for four core
business functions of software development: governance, construction,
verification and deployment. An organization can fulfill a given security practice
at three levels: 1) initial understanding and ad hoc provision of the practice; 2)
increased efficiency and/or effectiveness of the practice; and 3) comprehensive
mastery of the practice at scale. For each level, SAMM defines objective,
activities, results, success metrics, costs, personnel, and related levels. An
organization can improve its assurance program iteratively in phases by selecting
security practices to improve, and achieving the next objectives in each practice
by performing the corresponding activities at the specified success
metrics. SAMM also includes assessment worksheets for each security practice
and roadmap templates for typical kinds of organizations.
The OWASP CLASP project (OWASP, 2014c; Graham, 2006) provides a set
of process components that can be integrated into software development
lifecycles. The CLASP process includes five high level views: concept view, rolebased view, activity assessment view, activity implementation view, and
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vulnerability view. These views are broken into 24 activities which are related to
project roles such as project manager, security auditor, etc. CLASP also defines
seven best practices: 1) Institute awareness programs, 2)Perform application
assessments, 3) Capture security requirements, 4) Implement secure development
practices, 5) Build vulnerability remediation procedures, 6) Define and monitor
metrics, and 7) Publish operational security guidelines. The 24 CLASP activities
are distributed across these best practices. CLASP also provides an extensive
wealth of resources that aid in planning, implementing and performing CLASP
activities.

4.5 SAFECode
SAFECode (SAFECode, 2014) is a global, non-profit organization that aims to
increasing trust in technology products and services through identifying and
promoting best practices for vendor software assurance. Its members include
leading industries such as Microsoft Corp., Intel Corp., Adobe Systems Inc., etc.
The SAFECode website publishes papers on software security such as “Software
Security Guidance for Agile Practitioners”, “Fundamental Practices for Secure
Software Development”, “Software Assurance: An Overview of Current Industry
Best Practices”, etc.

4.6 SAMATE
The SAMATE (Software Assurance Metrics and Tool Evaluation) project is
sponsored by U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) National Cyber
Security Division and NIST (NIST, 2014). The goal of this project is to improve
software assurance by developing tool evaluation methods, measuring the
effectiveness of tools and techniques, and identifying gaps in tools and methods.
The SAMATE project has developed tool specifications, test plans, and test sets
for the following types of tools: source code security analyzers, web application
vulnerability scanners, and binary code scanners. The SAMATE also created the
SAMATE Reference Dataset which consists of over 1800 community-contributed
test cases which encompass a wide variety of flaws, languages, platforms, and
compliers.
In summary, there are a number of resources developed by industry and open
sources communities on software security. Table 8 lists a roadmap of resources
which can be used in courses discussed in Section 3.2.
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Secure coding/programming


CERT Software Assurance: The CERT C secure coding standard, Secure coding in C and
C++, The CERT Oracle secure coding standard for Java



SAFECode: Software security guidance for agile practitioners, fundamental practices for
secure software development, software assurance: an overview of current industry best
practices.



OWASP code review guide



OWASP anti-Sammy Java project

Vulnerability Assessment/Software Security Testing


CERT Software Assurance: Source Code Analysis Laboratory (SCALe)



SAMATE: source code security analyzers, web application vulnerability scanners, and
binary code scanners



OWASP testing guide, OWASP WebScarab project, OWASP WebGoat

Secure Software Engineering


Build Security In: best practices, knowledge, tools



Microsoft’s Trustworthy Computing Initiatives: Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle
(MS SDL)



Software Assurance Community Resources: security practice, methodologies, technologies



SAFECode: Fundamental practices for secure software development, Software Assurancecurrent industry best practices



OWASP: Open software assurance maturity model (SAMM)



OWASP CLASP

Table 8:Roadmap of Resources in Software Security
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5. CONCLUSION
Since the majority of information security vulnerabilities are caused by software
defects, it is important to provide college students as well as software
professionals with education and training on software security. The Secure
Software Assurance Common Body of Knowledge defined by DHS can be used
to guide the development of education and training curriculum related to software
assurance. The Software Assurance Reference Curriculum developed by CMU
includes a core body of knowledge which can be the foundation of a Masters of
software assurance standalone degree program or a track in software assurance.
ACM/IEEE Draft Computer Science Curriculum includes secure software
engineering knowledge units which guide the integration of software security
education into a computer science undergraduate curriculum.
Secure software engineering curriculum can be developed in three approaches:
(1) Concentrated courses; (2) Diffusion through curricula; (3)
Concentration/degree program. Example programs, courses and teaching modules
are available, and are helpful for educators to develop secure software engineering
curriculum. Teaching modules in the areas of secure coding, software threat and
threat analysis, secure application development, and software security and secure
software engineering have been developed. They can be used to incorporate
secure software engineering knowledge into existing computer science curricula.
A number of hands-on exercises developed by universities and open source
community allow students to apply software security knowledge to solve real life
problems. These hands-on exercises can be mapped to the taxonomy of coding
errors proposed by (McGraw, 2006). The rich resources provided by industry and
open source community can also be used to develop courses in secure
coding/programming, vulnerability assessment/software security testing, and
secure software engineering.
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